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Quark-lepton-symmetric model
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The notion that there exists a fundamental quark-lepton symmetry is proposed. To implement
this symmetry, leptons (as well as quarks) are assumed to come in three "colors," i.e., the gauge

group of the world is assumed to be SU(3)~(8) SU(3)I(3)SU(2)L U(1)~. From the consistency con-
siderations of gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation we "derive" the form of a Z& discrete
symmetry which transforms quarks to leptons (and leptons to quarks). %e show that such a theory
can reproduce the standard model at low energies (i.e., &s & 100 GeV), and hence quark-lepton
symmetry may be realized in nature.

One of the mysteries of particle physics is the apparent
similarity of quarks and leptons. The quarks and leptons
have the same SU(2)L structure, with the left-handed
fields transforming as doublets while the right-handed
fields transform as singlets. However, the charges and
masses of the quarks and leptons differ, and also, quarks
transform as triplets under an unbroken SU(3),-color
group. The purpose of this paper is to entertain the
speculative notion that there is a fundamental quark-
lepton symmetry in nature.

To see how this may come about, let us first recall the
basic structure of the standard model (SM). The SM is a
Yang-Mills theory with gauge group

SU(3)A@SU(2)LU(1)» .

Note that SU(3) is the usual color group. The subscript

q is used to emphasize that this group acts only on
quarks. Under the gauge group Eq. (1), the quarks and
leptons of each generation transform as

fL -(1,2, —1), ea -(1,1, —2),

QL -(3,2, —,
' }, dtt -(3,1, ——,'), utt -(3,1, —,') .

(2)

In order to obtain a theory with quark-lepton symmetry,
we should first define what we mean by this tentative no-
tion. %e are looking to define a Lagrangian with a Z2
discrete symmetry. The Z2 will transform the quark
fields to the lepton fields (and the lepton fields to the
quark fields). It is natural then to extend the theory so
that there are equal numbers of quark and lepton degrees
of freedom. Thus we expand the gauge group of Eq. (1)
to

SU(3)qSU(3)tSU(2)L, U(1)y' . (3)

The group SU(3)t will have to be broken spontaneously if
the theory is to be experimentally consistent. Also, the
U(1)» charges of the quarks and leptons should be relat-
ed. In order to cancel the gauge anomalies, the y'
charges of the leptons will have to be opposite those of
the quarks. These considerations suggest the quark and
lepton fields transform under Eq. (3) as

(fL )'-(1,3,2,y), (ea)'-(1,3, 1,y+1),
(vti )'-(1,3, 1,y —1), QL -(3,1,2,y),
uz -(3,1, 1,y+1), dz -(3,1, 1,y —1),

(4)

where the superscript c denotes charge conjugation, and
we have normalized the hypercharge of the SM Higgs
doublet to one:

$-(1,1,2, 1) . (5)

The U(1)» quantum numbers in Eq. (4}have been derived
from the cancellation of anomalies, and also from the ex-
istence of the Yukawa term

LYlik ~ifL~eR+~2fL'v R +~IQL( uR +~2QL~dR

+H.c.

(ft )'~QL (e„)' uit, (v„)'~„,G'~G;, (8)

where the other fields (such as P) transform trivially un-
der Zz. The fields Gq and GI' are the gauge bosons of
SU(3)e and SU(3)t, respectively. Note that quark-lepton
symmetry requires that the bare SU(3)» and SU(3)t cou-
pling constants be equal. Also note that the precise form
of the Z2 discrete symmetry [defined in Eq. (8)] has been
derived from the quantum numbers in Eq. (4}. These
quantum numbers are given by the consistency condi-
tions of anomaly cancellation and the gauge invariance of
the Yukawa Lagrangian.

The quark-lepton-symmetric Lagrangian is also left-
right symmetric, the parity partners of the left-handed
(right-handed) quarks being right-handed (left-handed)
leptons. Thus the quark-lepton-symmetric model
represents an alternative realization of the hypothesis

At this stage, the Lagrangian terms

L I In+I Y.~

where L„;„represent sthe fermion, scalar, and gauge-
boson kinetic terms (with covariant derivative), contain
the Z2 quark-lepton symmetry defined by
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m, =m„, mp =m~~ m~=mg (9b)

(4) Why do the quarks farm bound states, while the
leptons are unconfined? Indeed, where are the extra lep-
ton degrees of freedom'7

Remarkably, by introducing a new Higgs multiplet, we
can break SU(3)&, give the exotic leptons a large mass,
and rotate the unbroken electric charge generator to a
form which gives ordinary quarks and leptons the correct
electric charges provided y =

—,
' [see Eq. (4)]. Thus we can

solve problems (1) and (4). Problem (2) translates into the
following question: Why does y =

—,
' in Eq. (4)? We will

return to this problem later. In the following discussion
we assume that in Eq. (4) y =

—,'.
To break SU(3}i symmetry, we introduce a new Higgs

multiplet. This Higgs multiplet will also give the exotic
leptons a large mass, and the Higgs multiplet will rotate
U(1)» «U(1)». To proceed, we add a new bit to the usual
Yukawa Lagrangian of Eq. (6):

LvU» =A ifLy, (fL )'+~2vRy, (eR )'

+~iQL+2(QL ) +~2uRX2(dR ) +H. c. (10)

The Lagrangian Lz„z retains the quark-lepton symmetry
of Eq. (8} (with y,~y2), and gives Dirac mass to the two
exotic lepton degrees of freedom [when y, develops a vac-
uum expectation value (VEV) ]. Furthermore, from
gauge invariance, the existence of the Lagrangian term in
Eq. (10) implies that the quantum numbers of y, ,y2 satis-
fy

y, -(1,3, 1, —-', ), y2-(3, 1, 1, —-', ) .

These Higgs Selds can be represented by 3X3 antisym-
metric matrices. Ify, gains a VEV,

0
&y, &= 0

0 —m 0

0 0
0 m (12)

then the exotic leptons will gain mass, the group SU(3)i
will break to SU(2)' (this unbroken group acts only on the
heavy exotic leptons), and the unbroken electric charge
generator will be

Q =I3+Y'/2 —T/6, (13}

that parity violation is spontaneous in origin. ' This ob-
servation obviously gives a geometric interpretation of
the Z2 quark-lepton discrete symmetry.

Having now de6ned precisely the notion of quark-
lepton discrete symmetry, we proceed to examine the-
consequences. Imposing quark-lepton symmetry as a
fundamental law of nature on the Lagrangian has ap-
parently led to many problems. They are the following.

(1) Why do the quarks and leptons have different elec-
tric charges'?

(2) Why is electric charge quantized in this theory?
(3) Why is it that the following mass relations do not

appear to be satisfied experimentally:

(9a)

where T is the SU(3)i generator normalized so that its
fundamental representation has the form

—2 0 0
T= 0 1 0

0 0 1

2

+(Tryty, +Try~2 —2w ) (15)

where "Tr" denotes the trace and A, „A,2, A, 2, A,4)0. The
minimum of this patential occurs when

'0 0 0'
&y)= „, &y, &= o o w, &q, )=0.

0 —w 0
(16)

Thus, the quark-lepton-symmetric potential breaks spon-
taneausly the quark-lepton symmetry. The case here
resembles the usual left-right-symmetric model. ' In the
usual left-right-symmetric model, it was shown in Ref. 2
that there exists a range of parameters of the Higgs po-
tential where the left-right symmetry is spontaneously
broken.

Under the unbroken group SU(3)zSU(2}'U{1)&, g&
transforms as

3=(1,2, —
—,')+(1,1,0) .

The multiplet (1,2, —
—,
' ) and the imaginary part of (1,1,0)

are unphysical Goldstone bosons and these fields are ab-
sorbed by the five gauge bosons in the coset SU(3)/SU(2)
which have become massive. In addition there are

It is straightforward to check that Y= Y' —T/3 coin-
cides with the usual hypercharges for the known fer-
mions. The four exotic leptons per generation have
charges 6—,'. Note that by adding one additional Higgs
multiplet we have broken SU(3)I, given the exotic leptons
a large mass (of arder A, '&y, ) ), and rotated the electric
charge so that the "light" leptons and quarks (with
masses A, & P) ) have the correct electric charge quantum
numbers to be interpreted as the familiar leptons. This
feature has also appeared in models examining the passi-
bility that the color group is larger then SU(3).4 5 The ex-
istence of charged k —,

' fermions also occurs in those mod-

els. For three generations of fermions the SU(2)', like the
color group SU(3)„ is asymptotically free and is therefore
expected to be canfining. Thus, the exotic charged 6—,

'

leptons are expected ta be confined into new hadrons be-
cause they interact with the unbroken SU(2)' subgroup of
SU(3)i. [The situation here is similar to the case studied
in Ref. 5, where the SU(3)-color group was replaced by an
SU{5} group which was then broken spontaneously to
SU(3)SU(2)'. In that model, the SU(2)' was expected to
confine the exotic quarks into new hadrons. ]

The Higgs potential can be written as

I «,X,,X,)=~,(T XlX, +T X4,-2 '}'

+A2TryigiTry~2+A&(p p u)—
+A4 (PtP —u )
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charged —,
' color-triplet massive physical Higgs bosons

which belong to g2. Let us now summarize the situation
so far. We can define a Lagrangian of the world with
quark-lepton symmetry by including an extra SU(3)
gauge group which acts on the leptons. This group is
broken by the vacuum, so that we have the symmetry-
breaking pattern

SU(3)qSU(3)1SU(2)L U(1)„

$g, w

where

and

V =(WO, B,C) (24)

g'u '/2 —gg'u '/2 0
g—g'u /2 g' u /2+4g' w /9 4g'g, w /3&3

0 4g'g, w /3v 3 4g, w /3

(25)

SU(3),8SU(2)' SU(2)L, SU(1)

$gu

SU(3),eSU(2)'eU(1}~ .

(18) This matrix can be diagonalized to obtain the mass-

eigenstate fields. We expand these eigenvalues in a power
series assuming g, &)g',g . We find

The symmetry is broken down in such a way so as to give
the two exotic lepton degrees of freedom a large mass
[O(A, 'tc)], while at the same time rotate the electric
charge operator so that the light fermions [with mass
O(Au)] have electric charges which agree with experi-
ment.

Let us now examine the gauge sector. Under the un-
broken group SU(3) SU(2)'s U(1)&, the eight gauge bo-
sons of SU(3)I transform as

8=(1,3,0)+(1,2, —,
' )+(1,2, —

—,
' )+(1,1,0) . (19)

We identify the three massless gauge bosons associated
with the unbroken SU(2}' group. In addition there are
charged —,

' massive gauge bosons, and a massive neutral

gauge boson. This neutral gauge boson can mix with the
Z-gauge boson of the electroweak sector. The gauge-
boson mass matrix arises from the Higgs-boson kinetic
term:

L =(D„P)t(D"P)+(D„y)) (D"y, )+(D„yq) (D"gp),

(20)

M =0
y

E4 2 /6 2 /6 4M21(g2+g2)u2g+Og (26)

4g2w2
Mz' =2 =

3

&2 ~4 21+g +a g
3g 2 g4w2

Note that there are several different ways of defining the
mixing angle cos8+, . A transparent approach is to define
cos 8a by

Mg
cos 8g =

Mz
(27)

2e
sin28~

I3 —sin 8s Q +b, . (28)

The correction term 5 represents the deviation from the
SM Z-boson coupling, and to leading order in g' /g, , we
calculate

then one can show that e =g sin8u, (to order g' /g, ) and
that the Z boson couples to the generator:

where the covariant derivative D„ is given by
I 3

D„=d„+igW„+ig'B„+ig,C„T +ig, g 6;„T,

2e 3g Q T
48g

(29)

0 v, /2 (22}

where v; are the Pauli matrices. Substituting the VEV's
of Eq. (16) into Eq. (20) we obtain the gauge-boson mass
matrix. It is easy to see that the massless 6„' gauge bo-
sons associated with the unbroken SU(2)' and SU(3)q
groups decouple from the neutral-gauge-boson mass ma-
trix, leaving the 3 X 3 mass matrix

(23)

+ig, g 6'„+(charged-gauge-boson terms),
a=1

(21)

where T4=T/2&3 and T is normalized as in Eq. (14).
The generators T, for a = 1, . . . , 3 are given by

0 0

Thus it is clear that the model reproduces the SM provid-
ed w ) u . Note that the new Z'-gauge boson couples
dominantly to leptons (and weakly to quarks through a
small mixing angle). The lower bound on the heavy Z' is
expected to be 300 GeV from neutral-current phenome-
nology. In this paper we restrict ourselves to showing
that a quark-lepton-symmetric model is a theoretical pos-
sibility. Of course, it is evident that the model contains a
very rich and interesting phenomenology at energy scales
O(~ ).

We now return to the two apparent problems with the
assumption of quark-lepton symmetry. First, there is the
charge quantization problem. Why does y =

—,
' in Eq. (4)?

The existence of this problem is an indication that the
model is incomplete and new physics is required. The sit-
uation here resembles that of the right-handed (RH) neu-
trino extended SM. This extension also requires new
physics in order to understand the electric charges of the
fermions. To constrain the U(1) charge requires a new
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L AvttH—&(vtt ) +AdttHi(dtt ) (30)

When y,H, y, terms (and the corresponding terms with
1~2) are included in the Higgs potential, the Majorana
mass terms [Eq. (30)] for the neutrino fix the hypercharge
degree of freedom (i.e., solve the charge quantization

problem). Thus the seesaw mechanism provides one pos-
sible solution of the electric charge quantization problem
and the mass problem in the neutrino sector. The mass
relations Eq. (9b) implying the equality of the masses of

constraint. This constraint may be either classical (e.g.,
some new terms in the Lagrangian), or quantum mechan-
ical (new anomaly conditions arising from extending the
gauge group), or a tnixture of both of the above. For the
RH neutrino extension of the SM, both types of mecha-
nisms can be implemented. The second problem of the
quark-lepton-symmetric model is the prediction of the
mass relations given in Eq. (9). In the neutrino sector
[Eq. (9a)], the discrepancy can be accounted for by imple-
menting the seesaw mechanism. This will require the
addition to the model of extra Higgs multiplets [of the
form H, -(1,6, 1,~4) and H2-(6, 1, 1,—', ) and H, develops
a large VEV]. These Higgs fields couple to the fermions
via the terms

the e-type leptons and u-type quarks, still remain a prob-
lem. There are many possible solutions to this problem. '

One of the simplest solutions to this problem is to extend
the Higgs sector. " Alternatively, one may hope to gen-
erate the fermion masses radiatively. Indeed, the model
has some of the ingredients (e.g. , the yz colored Higgs bo-
sons) of recent attempts to generate the mass spectrum of
the fermions radiatively. '

In conclusion, the notion of quark-lepton symmetry
has been elevated to a new principle. We have proposed
that the Lagrangian of the world possess a Z2 discrete
symmetry which mixes quarks with leptons leaving them
indistinguishable at high energies. We have derived the
precise form of this symmetry from the consistency re-
quirements of gauge invariance and anomaly cancella-
tion. These considerations imply the form that a quark-
lepton-symmetric model should take. It was then shown
that it is a possibility that the SM is a remnant of such a
theory. The existence of such a model underscores our
lack of knowledge regarding the origin of the quarks and
leptons.
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